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Discrete molecular dynamics simulations of peptide aggregation
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We study the aggregation of peptides using the discrete molecular dynamics simulations. Specifically, at
temperatures above thea-helix melting temperature of a single peptide, the model peptides aggregate into a
multilayer parallelb-sheet structure. This structure has an interstrand distance of 4.8 Å and an intersheet
distance of 10 Å, which agree with experimental observations. Our model explains these results as follows:

hydrogen-bond interactions give rise to the interstrand spacing inb sheets, while Gō interactions between side
chains makeb strands parallel to each other and allowb sheets to pack into layers. An important feature of our
results is that the aggregates contain free edges, which may allow for further aggregation of model peptides to
form elongated fibrils.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.041908 PACS number~s!: 87.14.Ee, 87.15.By, 87.15.He, 87.15.Kg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Protein misfolding and polypeptide aggregation are a
cus of interdisciplinary statistical physics because of th
relevance to amyloid diseases such as Alzheimer’s dise
Parkinson’s disease, and Huntington’s disease. Even tho
polypeptides related to these diseases share no sequen
secondary structure similarity, they can aggregate into
soluble fibrils which share some structural features. Th
fibrils are typically 100 Å in diameter, and several thousa
angstroms in length@1#. X-ray diffraction studies@2,3# reveal
the common structural features for these amyloid fibrils:
presence of a 4.7–4.8 Å interstrand spacing along the fi
axis and a 9 –10 Å intersheet spacing perpendicular to
fibril axis @4,5#. Although advances have been made tow
understanding the structural characteristics of the fibrils
the mechanism of fibril formation, our knowledge of the d
tailed fibrillar structure and mechanisms of amyloid asse
bly is limited.

Computer simulation studies with coarse-grained pep
models have been helpful to reveal the general principle
folding and aggregation. Recently, lattice Monte Carlo sim
lations show that an increased proportion ofb sheets in the
individual peptides promotes the formation of misfolded a
gregates in multipeptide systems@6#. However, lattice mod-
els may not be reliable due to the drastic reduction of
conformational space when entropies or local geomet
play crucial roles in cases involving transition of second
structures, such as the aggregation phenomena. There
off-lattice molecular dynamics provides a more realistic w
to study the aggregation mechanism at the atomic le
Since the continuous all-atom molecular dynamics simu
tions with realistic force fields in a physiological solution a
not fast enough to monitor a complete aggregation proc
from monomers to fully formed fibrils, a discrete molecul
dynamics~DMD! algorithm @7,8# has been implemented t
study protein folding thermodynamics and protein foldi
kinetics@9#. This computationally fast and dynamically rea
istic simulation technique has also been applied to study
aggregation of a small number of Src SH3 domain prote
@10# and the competition of refolding and aggregation
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four-helix bundles @11#. Recently developed off-lattice
Monte Carlo simulations@12# may also serve as an altern
tive methodology to lattice Monte Carlo simulations.

Here we study the aggregation of a large number of p
tides. We choose 40 amino acid amyloidb peptide@Ab1240
@13#, protein data bank~PDB! @14# access code 1BA4# which
is associated with Alzheimer’s disease, to construct mo
peptides. Our results show that model peptides can aggre
into multilayerb-sheet structures with free edges@15# which
may enable further fibrillar elongation. The computed d
fraction pattern of our simulated multilayerb sheet is con-
sistent with experimental observations@16,17#.

II. METHODS

A. Two-bead model

1. Geometry of model peptide: beads and permanent bonds

We model each amino acid in theAb1240 peptide by two
beads—Ca bead representing backbone atoms andCb bead
representing side chain atoms~for glycine, Cb is absent!.
Each bead has an indexi indicating the position of amino
acid in the sequence starting from theN terminus. The ge-
ometry of the peptide is modeled by applying perman
bonds among these beads@18#. These bonds include covalen
bonds betweenCa i andCb i , peptide bonds betweenCa i and
Ca( i 61) , additional constraints betweenCb i and Ca( i 61) ,
and also betweenCa i andCa( i 62) ~Fig. 1!. These additional
constraints are introduced to model angular restrictions
tween side chains and the backbone.

All permanent bonds are realized by infinitely high pote
tial well interactions between the related beads@8#,

Vi j
bond5H 0, Di j ~12s i j !,ur i2r j u,Di j ~11s i j !

1` otherwise.
~1!

HereDi j is the bond length between beadsi andj, ands i j is
the relative deviation of this bond length. The avera
lengths for these bonds can be obtained from statist
analysis of distances within theAb1240 NMR structures
©2004 The American Physical Society08-1
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@13#. Table I presents the average lengths and their rela
deviations@19# used in our model.

2. Interactions between Cb beads:Gō model

Typically the Gō potentials@7,20# are used to model pro
teins with well-defined globular native states. Side cha
which form contacts in the native state~native contacts! ex-
perience attractive Gō potential. However,Ab1240 peptide is
‘‘natively unfolded.’’ NMR studies suggest that in hydroph
bic environments theAb1240 peptide assumes mostl
a-helical conformation@13#. Figure 2~a! shows one of these
NMR structures. Therefore, we apply Gō potentials to pre-
serve this well-defined, mostlya-helical structure of the
Ab1240 peptide. In our two-bead model a native contact
defined when twoCb beads are closer thanDGō57.5 Å
within the NMR structure of theAb1240 peptide. All theCb

beads cannot be closer than the hard-core distanceDHC
Gō

54.5 Å. In particular, the structure-specific Gō potentials
make the side chains indexed byi within the a-helix region
of Ab1240 peptide attract side chainsi 62,i 63, and i 64.
Figure 2~b! shows the native contact map for the NMR stru
ture of Ab1240 peptide shown in Fig. 2~a!.

To study the aggregation we need to simulate also
interactions between different peptides. We apply Gō poten-
tials for Cb beads in different peptides by an assumption t
two amino acids which interact with each other in a sin
peptide will interact in the same way in different peptide

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of two-bead model. Each amino a
in the Ab1240 peptide is represented by two beads:Ca bead repre-
sents backbone atoms andCb bead represents side chain atoms (Cb

is absent for glycine!. The geometry of the peptide is modeled b
applying permanent bonds among these beads: covalent bonds~bold
lines!, peptide bonds~dash-dotted lines!, and additional constraints
~dashed and dotted lines!. Interactions between side chains are mo

eled by Gō potentials betweenCb beads, and interactions betwee
backbone atoms are modeled by hydrogen-bond interactions
tweenCa beads.

TABLE I. Permanent bonds in the two-bead model.

Bond Bond length~Å! Deviation ~%!

Ca i-Cb i 1.55 2.4
Ca i-Ca( i 61) 3.82 3.1
Cb i-Ca( i 61) 4.66 6.5
Ca i-Ca( i 62) 5.65 14.8
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For example, amino acids 16 and 19 form a native contac
the NMR structure. Thus, amino acids at 16 and 19 of p
tide 1 will experience attractive Gō-type interaction with
amino acids 19 and 16 of the peptide 2, respectively. T
strength of Gō interactions is set to unity,eGō51.

3. Interactions between Ca beads: hydrogen bond

For many globular proteins it has been observed that
number of backbone hydrogen bonds for each amino a
does not exceed two@21#. Also, whenever two hydrogen
bonds are formed in a particular peptide block they are
proximately parallel to each other. In order to incorpora
these two facts in our model we introduce two criteria f
hydrogen-bond formation:~i! that eachCa bead can form up
to two effective hydrogen bonds, and~ii ! that the two hydro-
gen bonds formed by the same Ca bead must be approxi
mately parallel.

We set the hydrogen-bond interaction range between
Ca beads toDHB55.0 Å, and their hard-core distance

DHC
HB54.0 Å. We use the following procedure in order

satisfy the criteria for the hydrogen-bond formation: wh
two Ca beads,A andB, come to a distanceDHB, we check
for any existing hydrogen-bond partners ofA andB. If both
beadsA andB have no existing hydrogen partners they c
form a hydrogen bond automatically. If one of the beads,
exampleA, already has one partner,A1, and the distance
between the beadA1 and the beadB is within the range of
8.7–10 Å ~i.e., the angle between vectorsAAW 1 and ABW is

id

-

e-

FIG. 2. ~a! The NMR structure ofAb1240 peptide@13# used to
construct the two-bead model peptide with Gō potentials and
hydrogen-bond interactions. The picture is created with the prog
Molscript @31#. ~b! The contact map for structure~a!. Note that the
a-helical region is formed by amino acids 15–36~Q15-V36!.
8-2
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DISCRETE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041908 ~2004!
within the range 120° –180°), the beadA can form another
hydrogen bond with beadB provided that either the beadB
has no existing hydrogen bonds or its single hydrogen-b
partner, B1, has a distance with beadA in the range
8.7–10 Å ~see Fig. 3!. If one of beadsA and B or both
already have two hydrogen-bond partners, the pair will p
ceed with a hard-core collision without forming a new h
drogen bond. When a new hydrogen bond is formed betw
beadsA andB, new hydrogen-bond partners are recorded
these two beads, and whenever a bead gets two hydro
bond partners an auxiliary bond is formed between these
partners. Every auxiliary bond can fluctuate within the ran
8.7–10 Å to keep two hydrogen bonds within the ang
120° –180° and it cannot be broken unless one of the
hydrogen bonds is broken. A hydrogen bond between be
A and B can be broken when these two beads move aw
from each other to a distance ofDHB and their kinetic ener-
gies are higher thaneHB. When a hydrogen bond is forme
or broken, the velocities of the beadsA and B change in
order to conserve energy and momentum, such that t
kinetic energy increases or decreases by the valueeHB. We
seteHB53 as it was chosen in Ref.@10# for Src SH3 domain.

B. Computed diffraction

For the typical conformation ofAb1240 peptide aggrega
tion structure, we calculate the intensity of diffraction patte
using the elastic diffraction formula@10# in order to compare
with experimental results@16,17#.

I ~kW f !5U(
j

exp@ i ~kW f2kW i !•rW j #U2

, ~2!

wherekW i is the wave vector of the incidental x ray,kW f is the
wave vector of the outgoing x ray,rW j is the position vector of
j th bead, and the summation is taken over all theCa andCb
beads in the structure.

FIG. 3. Model of a hydrogen bond. Existing hydrogen bon
AA1 and BB1 are shown in bold lines. When the beadsA and B
come to a distance 5 Å, a new hydrogen bond~dotted line! may
form if the distancesA1B and B1A satisfy inequalities 8.7 Å
<A1B<10.0 Å and 8.7 Å<B1A<10.0 Å. If the bond AB is
formed, the auxiliary bondsA1B andB1A ~dashed lines! are formed
simultaneously. These bonds can fluctuate within the inte
8.7–10 Å and cannot be broken unless beadsA andB move away
from each other to a distance 5 Å. If the beadsA and B have
enough kinetic energy to leave the hydrogen-bond attraction w
their velocities are changed in order to conserve energy and
mentum, and the hydrogen bondAB is destroyed simultaneousl
with the auxiliary bondsA1B andB1A. The velocities ofA1 andB1

do not change at the moment of forming or destroying of hydro
bondAB. Analogously, if one of the hydrogen bonds,A1A or B1B,
breaks before hydrogen bondAB, the corresponding auxiliary bon
A1B or B1A also breaks.
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We chosex axis perpendicular to theb sheets, andy axis
along the fibrillar axis which is perpendicular to theb
strands in theb sheets@Fig. 7~a!#. The incoming x ray with
1 Å wavelength goes alongz axis and the diffraction pattern
is collected on ax-y plane behind the aggregate sample. T

deflecting angle,u5cos21(kW f•kWi /k
2), ranges from 0.05 to

0.25 in radians in order to detect the periodicity of 4–20 Å
the aggregate structure. Since amyloid fibrils consist
bundles ofb-sheet chains which are twisted along they axis,
there is no preferred orientation in thex-z plane in the x-ray
diffraction experiments. We rotate the structure candid
around they ~fibrillar! axis n times by angle 2p/n and add
all the diffraction intensities to obtain a final pattern. We ta
n520 in the present study.

III. RESULTS FOR A SINGLE PEPTIDE

As an initial test of our model peptide, we perform DM
simulations of a single peptide to test whether a peptide w
random coil conformation recovers the observed NMR str
ture. The model peptide is slowly cooled fromTi51.00
~temperature is measured in units ofeGō/kB), which is high
enough to render the peptide as a random coil, to differ
target temperaturesTt50.60, 0.55, . . . ,0.25. For each targe
temperature we make ten trials starting with different init
conformations. WhenTt<0.40, the segment Q15-V3
adopts ana helix or two pieces of left-handed and righ
handeda helices. This artifact is observed because our s
plified two-bead model does not distinguish between diff
ent handedness. AtTt50.40, theN terminus adopts mostly a
random coil conformation. AsTt,0.35, the model peptide
starts to approach its ground state which is ana helix with a
single handedness along the entire peptide chain. There
as expected within a certain temperature range arounT
50.40 during the cooling process the model peptide ado
partiala-helical conformation similar to the observed one
NMR experiments.

We also study the equilibrium behavior of a single mod
peptide at different temperatures by measuring the heat
pacity as a function of temperature. At each sampled te
perature we start with a ground-state conformation and p
form DMD for 106 simulation time units to equilibrate th
system, followed by additional 107 time units for the calcu-

lations. The time unit isl 0Amc /eGō, where l 0[1 Å is the
unit of length and the mass of a carbon atommc is the unit of
mass in the DMD simulations. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show
the potential energy and heat capacity as a function of t
perature for a single model peptide, respectively. The mel
of a helix is noncooperative which can be concluded fro
the broad peak betweenTN'0.35 andTm'0.55 in the heat
capacity curve@Fig. 4~b!#. TN corresponds to the structura
transition from ana helix to a random coil for the first 14
amino acids starting from theN terminus, whileTm corre-
sponds to the melting of thea helix in the segment Q15
V36. Tm is higher thanTN because there are more attractio
among the side chains in the segment Q15-V36.
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IV. RESULTS FOR MULTIPLE PEPTIDES

In the study of aggregation of many identical peptides,
perform simulations of 28 peptides in a cubic box with t
edge of 200 Å and periodic boundary conditions. Initial
all the peptides are placed on a grid and randomly orien
@see Fig. 5~a!#. Then we equilibrate the system at vario
temperatures:Tf50.4, 0.5, . . . , 1.20.

At temperatures lower than the melting temperatureTm of
a single peptide, peptides in our model aggregate into am
phous structures where individual peptides preserve pa
their a-helical segments as in Fig. 5~b!. When the tempera
ture is higher thanTm , peptides start to aggregate into mo
ordered structures. When the temperature is higher than 1
there is no stable aggregate~this threshold temperature de
pends on the peptide concentration!. At a temperature range
between 0.55 and 1.10, the model peptides can aggre
into multilayer b-sheet structures. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!
show the time evolution of the conformation obtained fro
DMD simulation at temperature 0.90. In Fig. 7~a! we illus-

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of~a! potential energy and~b!
heat capacity for a single two-beadAb1240 model peptide with Gō
potentials and hydrogen-bond interactions. The calculations
based on the DMD simulations of 107 time units for each sampled
temperature. The units for temperature, potential energy, and
capacity areeGō/kB , eGō, andkB , respectively.
04190
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trate the setup of diffraction computation and in Fig. 7~b! we
present the calculated diffraction pattern. The relative sh
and intense 4.8 Å meridional reflection corresponds to
periodic packing ofb strands along the fibril axis, and th

re

at

FIG. 5. DMD simulation of 28 peptides at temperature 0.5:~a!
initially, all peptides in an original randomly oriented NMR confo
mation are placed on a grid.~b! An amorphous aggregate obtaine
by DMD simulation at this temperature of 0.5. The numbers
a-helical andb-sheet hydrogen bonds are 166 and 240, resp
tively. The simulation shows that part of thea-helical segments are
preserved during the aggregation at this temperature.

FIG. 6. DMD simulation of 28 peptides at temperature 0.9
Initial conformation is the same as Fig. 5~a!. After 500 time units all
peptides acquire random coil conformation characteristics
T50.90 ~data not shown!. ~a! Intermediate conformation at tem
perature 0.90 after 104 DMD simulation time units.~b! Three-layer
parallel b-sheet structure formed after 2.53105 DMD simulation
time units. Thisb-sheet structure contains free edges which m
allow for further aggregation of model peptides along they axis,
which is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
8-4
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DISCRETE MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041908 ~2004!
weaker 10 Å equatorial reflection corresponds to the d
tance betweenb sheets. In Fig. 7~c! we show the calculated
pair correlation function for the sameb-sheet structure. The
peaks around 4.8 Å and 10 Å correspond to the average
terstrand and intersheet spacings, respectively.

In order to study the thermostability of this three-lay
b-sheet structure, we slowly increase the temperature tT
52.0 which is high enough to melt the aggregate. Figu
8~a! and 8~b! show the time evolution of temperature and t
temperature dependence of potential energy of the sys
during melting and dissociation of theb-sheet structure, re
spectively. As temperature increases from 0.90, the aggre
becomes less stable. At temperature aroundT51.1560.05,
aggregate starts to dissociate. At temperatures higher
Td51.2060.05 the dissociation completes.

We can assume that the temperature 0.9 at which the
gregation ofb sheet is observed corresponds to physiolo
cal temperature 310 K. At this temperature our single mo
peptide exists in a random coil conformation, which cor

FIG. 7. ~a! The setup of diffraction pattern computation for th
three-layerb-sheet aggregate formed by 28 peptides shown in F
6~b! at a different perspective. The scattering occurs alongz axis
which is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.~b! Computed
diffraction pattern collected on ax-y plane behind the aggregate
The pattern is averaged over 20 patterns obtained by succe
rotation of the aggregate aroundy axis by 18°.~c! Pair correlation
function for the same aggregate, where peaks around 4.8 Å
10 Å correspond to interstrand spacing and intersheet spacing
spectively. And the peak around 5.7 Å is mainly from the corre
tion between neighboringCb beads.
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sponds to experimental observations@22,23# that in aqueous
solution at physiological temperaturesAb1240 peptides
adopt mostlyb-sheet and coil conformations. The temper
ture of theb-sheet dissociation 1.2 corresponds to 413
TemperatureT50.40 at which our model peptide acquire
a-helical conformation corresponds to very low physic
temperatures which cannot be observed experimentally.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the test of our coarse-grained model ofAb1240 peptide,
we find that the model peptide most resembles the NM
structure ofAb1240 peptide aroundT50.40. The existence
of an optimal temperature range for protein refolding is a
observed in experiments@24# and other coarse-grained mod
els @25#. Below T50.40 theN-terminal region of our mode
peptide mostly adopts ana-helical conformation. However

.

ive

nd
re-
-

FIG. 8. The melting of the three-layerb-sheet structure of 28
Ab peptides@Fig. 6~c!#. ~a! Time evolution of the temperature whe
the three-layerb sheet is warmed up slowly from temperatu
0.90–2.00. The dissociation temperature isTd51.2060.05. The
insets are the conformations at different times/temperatures. N
that the third one shows a completely dissociated conformatio
three dimensions.~b! The temperature dependence of potential e
ergy. The units for time, temperature, and potential energy

l 0Amc /eGō, eGō/kB , andeGō, respectively.
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PENGet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 041908 ~2004!
in the present study of aggregation we are focused on t
peratures above 0.40 as the peptides are generally partia
completely unfolded to initiate the aggregation process@26#.

In studies of multiple peptides, we demonstrate that p
tides aggregate into amorphous structures@Fig. 5~b!# around
T50.50 or multiple-layerb-sheet structures@Fig. 6~b!#
around T50.90. In the amorphous structures, individu
peptides tend to preserve part of thea-helical structure,
while in theb-sheet structures theb strands tend to be par
allel. Since the Gō interaction for ana helix favors the for-
mation of contacts between amino acidsi and i 63, the ag-
gregates with a parallel alignment have lower poten
energies.

There are caveats due to the simplicity of the two-be
model used in our study. Each amino acid is represented
only two beads, which do not allow for an accurate desc
tion of the backbone. The backbone in this model is
flexible, which introduces some artifacts into conformatio
of aggregates composed of small number of peptides at
temperatures, such as dimers, trimers, and tetramers.

An additional problem is that the chiral symmetry of ea
amino acid is not considered in this model. As a result,
observe twoa helices with opposite handedness. As t
Ab1240 NMR structure consists of twoa helices and a hinge
in between, there are four low-energy states with combi
tions of different handedness within the region ofa helices
at T50.40. The conformations with mixed handedness
pear with lower probabilities since they have higher poten
ys

ol

tl

h-

h-

.I.

ol

J.

t,
ds
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energies due to the loss of native contacts and hydro
bonds in between the twoa helices of different handednes

Also, due to the simplicity of the two-bead model, we d
not account for specific structural features ofAb1240 pep-
tides, such as the salt bridge between D23 and K28@27#. For
the same reason, we cannot expect to explain the differe
in aggregation pathways betweenAb1240 andAb1242 allo-
forms @28#, nor study subtle aggregation differences due
amino acid substitutions@29#. We show that the DMD algo-
rithm using a simplified peptide model can reproduce
formation of b-sheet structures of 28 peptides with fre
edges for further fibrillization. Our study shows that it
possible to investigate in detail the aggregation of seve
dozens of peptides using DMD simulations and the coa
grained model for peptide structure. Both the number of p
tides and the complexity of the model@30# can be signifi-
cantly increased within realistic computational constrain
Thus, we regard this study as a first step toward developin
realistic model ofAb peptide aggregation.
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